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Abstract

Background: According to the World Health Organization, the seventh major cause of human death in 2030 will be diabetes, which
of course is a very severe disease and if not treated thoroughly and on time, can lead to critical problems, including death. Accord-
ingly, diabetes is one of the main priorities in medical science researches, which usually produce lots of information. The role of
data mining methods in diabetes research is critical, which is considered as one of the optimum procedures of extracting knowl-
edge from a large amount of diabetes-related data.
Objectives: This research has focused on developing an ensemble system using data-mining methods based on three classification
methods, namely, weighted k-nearest neighbor, simple decision tree and logistic regression algorithms to detect diabetes mellitus
of the human.
Methods: The proposed ensemble method algorithm applies votes given by each of the classifiers to attain the final result. This
voting mechanism considers each estimation of the classifiers as an input to the ensemble system and then computes the statistical
mode for its output to get the majority vote.
Results: Apparently, these classifiers give the accuracy of 77.00%, 77.30%, 79.30%, and 80.60% for decision tree, weighted k-nearest
neighbor, logistic regression, and the ensemble method, respectively.
Conclusions: The results of the proposed method illustrate an acceptable improvement of accuracy compared to other methods.
Consequently, it supports the idea that hybrid approaches are more effective in comparison with the simple classification methods
that use classifiers separately.

Keywords: Chronic Disease, Diabetes Mellitus, Early Diagnosis, Data Mining, Classification, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression,
Weighted K-Nearest Neighbor, Cross Validation

1. Background

1.1. Diabetes Mellitus

With regard to the increased prevalence of diabetes,
the high cost of treatment for diabetic patients, along with
many deaths and medical errors, diabetic prevention is
more essential than its treatment (1). The number of di-
abetic people has increased from 108 million in 1980 and
now affects over 422 million people globally (2). Further-
more, the global prevalence of adults’ diabetes who were
over 18 years old has increased from 4.7% to 8.5% by 1980
to 2014, and it has been growing more quickly in the low
and middle -income countries (2). Correspondingly, dia-
betes is a chronic disease and the main cause of kidney fail-
ure, blindness, heart attacks, lower limb amputation, and
stroke (2). In 2012, 1.5 million people passed away directly

from diabetes, and there were 2.2 million deaths due to
high levels of blood glucose (BGL) (2). The BGL is a statis-
tical concept, defined as the distribution of fasting plasma
glucose (FPG) that uses in the diagnosis of type 2 diabetes
mellitus (T2DM), when it is exceeding 130 (mg/dl) (3). Ac-
cordingly, the world health organization (WHO) declares
that in 2030 diabetes will be the 7th leading cause of death
(4). Thus, diabetic prevention with early diagnosis of dia-
betes is our main research priority.

Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disease that affects the
body’s ability to adjust BGL (5). In diabetes, there will be an
abnormal increase in blood glucose level (hyperglycemia)
which leads to significant medical conditions, including
ischemic heart disease, stroke, nephropathy, neuropathy,
retinopathy, and peripheral vascular disease (5, 6).
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One of the reasons for hyperglycemia in humans is in-
sulin deficiency, which occurs when beta cells in the pan-
creas are no longer able to produce insulin. This condition
is known as the type one diabetes mellitus (T1DM) (5, 7, 8).
People with T1DM need a daily injection of insulin to reg-
ulate their blood glucose levels, and if they don’t access to
insulin, they cannot survive. The cause of T1DM is unknown
and also is not currently preventable, but its symptoms in-
clude urination and persistent hunger, excessive thirst, vi-
sual changes, weight loss, and fatigue (2).

The other type and the most common form of diabetes
mellitus, which is caused by insufficiency of insulin secre-
tion, is that the body does not produce sufficient insulin
and insulin does not affect the cells (type two diabetes mel-
litus) (T2DM) (2, 9). Although, the T2DM symptoms are sim-
ilar to T1DM but are often less common or totally absent. As
a result, the disease may not be detected for several years
until its effects exhibit in the present (2). Approximately
50% - 80% of T2DM cases are not diagnosed (7, 10).

The interaction of genetic and metabolic factors will
determine the risk of T2DM. Family history of diabetes,
overweightness, obesity, ethnicity, previous gestational di-
abetes compound with older age, physical inactivity, un-
healthy diet, and smoking will increase the risk of diabetes
(2). Both genetics and environmental factors, such as race,
obesity, age, gender, and lack of exercise, evidently play sig-
nificant roles in diabetes diagnosis whereby overweight-
ness and obesity are the influential risk factors for T2DM
(2, 5, 7, 9, 11-13).

Correspondingly, Marinov et al. (14) investigated 17 arti-
cles describing different data-mining methods utilized for
diabetes research. They expressed that data mining can
play a dominant role in diabetes research and ultimately
improve the quality of health care for diabetes patients.
Likewise, the significance of our study is that the early di-
agnosis of diabetes reduces the cost of treatment.

If diabetes is not treated in time and suitably, it will
lead to very severe complications including death; as a re-
sult of which the disease is one of the main priorities in
medical research that generates a wealth of clinical data
(14). Data mining is the process of extraction of useful
knowledge from a large amount of clinical data to predict
using techniques such as classification, clustering, and as-
sociation, which make it one of the effective methods in
diabetes research (12). Data mining can significantly help
diabetes research and ultimately improve the quality of
health care (14, 15). Data mining methods in disease diag-
nosis using many complex machine-learning algorithms
to discover a hidden pattern, increase the accuracy rate of
detection which such identified patterns utilized to pre-
dict upcoming events (12, 15).

This paper aims at developing an ensemble diabetes

early diagnosis system, which can forecast whether the
patient has diabetes or not. Moreover, this system using
classification data mining methods, namely weighted k-
nearest neighbor, simple decision tree, and logistic regres-
sion, which can extract knowledge from clinical patient
data.

In section 1 we will review an introduction on DM and
the importance of applying data mining techniques in
the medical field. Furthermore, we will have a quick re-
view on the related research background. Section 2 con-
sists of data acquisition, pre-processing and data normal-
ization, data analysis, reviewing different classifiers, cross-
validation technique, confusion matrix and the proposed
method. Section 3 will portray the result obtained by the
proposed method. In section 4 we will discuss about com-
parative analysis of the result of different studies with our
proposed method. Finally, the section 5 is the conclusion
section of this research. Section 6 is about suggestions and
future works of this study and the last section 7 is about the
compliance with ethical standards.

1.2. Research Background

Most diabetes researches focus on two general ap-
proaches using data mining for early diagnosis of diabetes.
The first approach is to use a specific classification algo-
rithm to estimate the risk of diabetes on the patient’s di-
abetes data, and the second approach is to apply hybrid al-
gorithms. For example, Thirumal and Nagarajan (12) dis-
cussed different data mining algorithms namely, decision
tree, k-nearest neighbor, naïve Bayes, and SVM tested with
Pima Indian diabetes dataset. The main goal is to get the
best algorithms that with given data provides higher accu-
racy. Likewise, Lee and Wang (9) presented a novel fuzzy
expert system for diabetes diagnosis support application
which could give a semantic description of diabetes. Con-
versely, Tafa et al. (16) proposed the joint implementation
of two algorithms, namely support vector machine SVM
and naïve Bayes to minimize their specific weakness such
that the accuracy of the joint ensemble method was im-
proved up to 97.6%. This methodology could decrease the
false negative answers, which is a crucial issue in medical
diagnoses. Accordingly, Han et al. (17) used an SVM along
with an ensemble learning module which turns the “black
box” of SVM decisions into logical rules to monitor dia-
betes. Furthermore, the study illustrates that the hybrid
system is efficient and can provide a tool for diabetes di-
agnosis. Likewise, Barakat et al. (7) used the same tech-
nique and represented that the intelligible SVMs provide
a promising tool for the prediction of diabetes. Further-
more, De Silva et al. (15) developed an ensemble system
which used a voting process between three classification
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methods namely, decision tree, naïve Bayes, and SVM algo-
rithm to get the final result.

Lee and Kim (11) evaluated the predictive power of dif-
ferent phenotypes using hypertriglyceridemic waist (HW)
and specific anthropometric measurements such as waist
circumference (WC) and triglyceride (TG) levels as the con-
stituents of the HW phenotype. The study showed that the
relationship between WC and T2DM was higher than TG as-
sociation with T2DM. However, the results of this study can-
not be generalized to other populations, because the study
population was only Korean women and men (11). Likewise,
Lee et al. (3) employed an arrangement of anthropomet-
ric measures as the input of two different machine learn-
ing algorithms to predict the fasting plasma glucose (FPG)
status and the results indicate that using normalized data
of high and normal FPG groups can enhance the estima-
tion and decrease the intrinsic bias of the model toward
the majority class. Moreover, Simon et al. (5) aimed to dis-
cover sets of diabetes risk factors by applying association
rule mining to electronic medical records (EMR). Similarly,
Purushottam et al. (18) designed a system which efficiently
discovers the rules to estimate the risk level of diabetes us-
ing C45 rules and partial tree to evaluate the system.

2. Methods

2.1. Data Acquisition

The principle of this study is to develop an ensemble
system using several data-mining methods and evaluate
different diabetes risk factors for DM diagnosis. We used
three different classifiers, namely weighted KNN, decision
tree, and logistic regression after the preprocessing stage
and trained them with the diabetes database. Further-
more, we considered the prediction of each classifier as a
vote to develop an ensemble algorithm such that the vot-
ing system brings us the majority predicting of classifiers
using statistical mode between their predictions. The algo-
rithm of our proposed method shown in Figure 1.

The research data extracted from the Pima Indian dia-
betes dataset available at the UCI machine learning repos-
itory (19). Indeed, the original owner of this database is
the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney
Diseases. In particular, all patients here are females and at
least 21 years old of Pima Indian heritage. Let’s noted that
we have eliminated cases that have missing data. Conse-
quently, we used 392 cases from 768 cases. The final data set
constituted from 33.2% of instances with class value 1 and
66.8% of instances with class value 0 that encompassed 160
cases and 262 cases of total 392 cases respectively.

Accessing 
Database 

Pre-processing 
and Data 

Normalization 

Building and 
Training Logistic 

Regression 
classifier 

Building and 
Training Simple 

Tree classifier 

Building and 
Training 

Weighted KNN 
classifier 

Testing Logistic 
Regression 

classifier 

Testing Simple 
Tree classifier 

Testing 
Weighted KNN 

classifier 

Get Prediction results of each classifier (vote) 

Get Final Results by computing 
statistical mode between each 

classifier vote 

Figure 1. Proposed ensemble method algorithm

2.1.1. Attribute Information

1. Number of times pregnant = NPreg
2. Plasma glucose concentration a 2 hours in an oral

glucose tolerance test = PGOGTT
3. Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) = DBS
4. Triceps skin fold thickness (mm) = TSFT
5. Two-hour serum insulin (mu U/mL) = SI
6. Body mass index (weight in kg/(height in m)2) = BMI
7. Diabetes pedigree function = DPF
8. Age (years) = Age
9. Class variable (0 or 1)
10. Class distribution: (class value 1 is defined as “tested

positive for diabetes” and class value 0 is defined as “tested
negative for diabetes”).

2.2. Pre-Processing and Data Normalization

Initially, we employed a personal laptop which in-
cludes a windows 10 with 64-bit operating system con-
stituted of hardware with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710HQ
CPU, and 12 GB of memory. Furthermore, we utilized the
Matlab engineering software version 2016 to implement
the study procedure. The statistical analysis of Pima Indian
diabetes dataset is presented in Tables 1 and 2. As shown in
Table 1, the range of values differs widely. Therefore, a nor-
malization method implemented and normalized the data
between 0 and 1 value to control the data scattering, and
consequently improving data classification results (3).
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Table 1. Data Statistics Analysis Before Normalization

Number Attribute Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of Variation (CV) Min Max

1 NPreg 3.30 3.21 0.97 0 17

2 PGOGTT 122.62 30.86 0.25 56 198

3 DBS 70.66 12.49 0.17 24 110

4 TSFT 29.14 10.51 0.36 7 63

5 SI 156.05 118.84 0.76 14 846

6 BMI 33.08 7.02 0.21 18.20 67.10

7 DPF 0.52 0.34 0.66 0.08 2.42

8 Age 30.86 10.20 0.33 21 81

Table 2. Data Statistics Analysis After Normalization

Number Attribute Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of Variation (CV) Min Max

1 NPreg 0.19 0.18 0.97 0 1

2 PGOGTT 0.46 0.21 0.46 0 1

3 DBS 0.54 0.14 0.26 0 1

4 TSFT 0.39 0.18 0.47 0 1

5 SI 0.17 0.14 0.76 0 1

6 BMI 0.30 0.14 0.21 0 1

7 DPF 0.18 0.14 0.66 0 1

8 Age 0.16 0.17 0.33 0 1

2.3. Data Analysis

The distribution of attribute values before and after
data normalization is shown in Figures 2 and 3. As shown,
during the preprocessing stage, the scattering of data con-
trolled and scaled between interval 0 to 1 successfully. Gen-
erally, in this study, we did complete data analysis along
with graphical summaries. We used histogram since it is a
precise graphical demonstration of the distribution of nu-
merical data.

2.4. Decision Tree

Decision tree learning is known as a predictive model-
ing approach used in statistics which maps observations
about an item to decide about the target value of the item.
In tree structures, branches describe conjunctions of fea-
tures and leaves signify class labels (20).

2.5. K-Nearest Neighbors’ Algorithm

The k-nearest neighbors’ algorithm (KNN) as a non-
parametric approach used for classification in which the
input includes the k adjacent training samples in the fea-
ture space, where the output is a class member. In KNN,
consider k as a small positive integer, the object assigns to
the class most common among its k adjacent neighbors.

1. Consider L = {(yi, xi), i = 1, ..., nL} as a learning set of ob-
servations xi along with class membership yi. In addition,
consider x be a new observation, whose class label y must
be predicted.

2. Discover the k + 1 adjacent neighbors to x using a dis-
tance function d (x, x(i)).

3. Use the (k + 1) th neighbor in order to standardize the
k minimum distances via

(1)D (i) = D (x, x (i)) =
d (x, x (i))

d (x, x (k + 1))

4. Apply any kernel function K(.) to transform the nor-
malized distances D(i) into weights w(i) = K(D(i)).

5. Choose the class, which shows a weighted majority
of the k adjacent neighbors to estimate the class member-
ship y of observation x (21):

(2)ŷ  = maxr

(
k

k∑
i=1

ω(i)I
(
y(i) = r

))

2.6. Logistic Regression

Since the logistic regression uses the standard logistic
function interpreted as a probability which takes any real
input t, (t ε R), whereas the output always lay between zero
and one (22, 23). The logistic function σ (t) is:
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Figure 2. Data distribution before normalization

(3)σ (t) =
et

et + 1
=

1

1 + e−t

Consider t as a linear function of a single explanatory
variable x. so, t equals:

(4)t = β0 + β1x

And the logistic function is:

(5)F (x) =
1

1 + e−(β0+β1x)

Note that F(x) interprets as the probability of the de-
pendent variable (23).

2.7. Cross Validation Technique

Cross-validation is a data mining method utilized to es-
timate the error rate and the performance of classification
algorithms. Here, the dataset partitions into n-folds which
comprises the testing and training sets. This process re-
peats n times for the testing and training data sets and, fi-
nally, the error rates for n sets are averages to yield an over-
all error rate (12).

We applied 10-fold cross-validation technique for each
of the classifiers using Matlab engineering software to esti-
mate the predictive accuracy of the model trained with all

the data. Consequently, we obtained the confusion matrix
toward each of the classifiers as well. However, the method
requires multiple epochs, but it makes efficient use of all
the data.

2.8. Confusions Matrix

The confusion matrix is applicable to perform the ac-
curacy of classifiers and to show the relationship between
outcomes and predicted classes (12). According to the Mat-
lab, the confusion matrix scheme includes the rows and
the columns which are equal to the predicted class (Out-
put Class) and the correct class (Target Class), respectively.
Moreover, the diagonal cells indicate the percentage of pre-
dicted classes correctness while the off-diagonal cells rep-
resent the classifier mistakes. Furthermore, the right col-
umn and the lowest row of confusion matrix determines
the accuracy of each predicted and correct class, respec-
tively and, the bottom right cell defines the overall preci-
sion.

3. Results

According to Matlab engineering software, in Figures 4
to 7, the first two diagonal cells display the percentage and
number of correct classifications by the trained classifier.
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Figure 3. Data distribution after normalization
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Figure 4. Confusion matrix for simple tree classifier
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Figure 5. Confusion matrix for weighted KNN classifier
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Figure 7. Confusion matrix for proposed ensemble algorithm

In Figure 4, 211 samples were correctly classified as non-
diabetic patients, which represent 53.8% of all 392 cases,
and similarly, 91 samples were correctly classified as dia-
betic patients, which represent 23.2% of all cases.

Furthermore, 39 diabetic cases were incorrectly classi-
fied as non-diabetic patients, which represent 9.9% of all
392 cases, and similarly, 51 non-diabetic patients were in-
correctly classified as diabetic patients, which represent
13.0% of all data.

Additionally, 15.6% of 250 non-diabetic predictions are
incorrect and 84.4% are correct. Likewise, 35.9% of 142 dia-
betic predictions are false, and 64.1% are true. Also, 80.5% of
262 none-diabetic cases correctly predicted as non-diabetic
while, 19.5% predicted as diabetic patients. 70.0% of 142 di-
abetic cases correctly classified as diabetic and 30.0% clas-
sified as none-diabetic patients.

Overall, 77.0% of the predictions are correct, and 23.0%
are wrong. Also, our final study results presented in Table
3.

Table 3. The Comparative Analysis Between Result of the Proposed Method and
Other Research’s Resultsa

Authors Method Accuracy

De Silva et al. (15)

Naïve Bayes classifier 77.86%

C4.5 tree classifier 78.25%

SVM classifier 77.47%

KNN classifier 77.73%

Purushottam et al. (18)

Using association rules for C4.5
tree classifier

81.27 %

Proposed method

Simple tree classifier 77.0%

Weighted KNN 77.3%

Logistic regression 79.3%

Ensemble method 80.60%

aFor more research results, comparisons and information check the following
link (19): http://fizyka.umk.pl/kis-old/projects/datasets.html#Diabetes

4. Discussion

The idea of utilizing a hybrid approach derived from
one of our research background studies and motivated us
to check their method with different classifiers (15). In
this study, we investigated the efficiency of hybrid classifi-
cation algorithms in diabetes diagnosis proposing an en-
semble method in comparison with single independent
classifiers using Pima Indian database. Some research pa-
pers applied Pima Indian database of diabetes, and there-
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fore have approach attributes and similar conclusions (12,
15). Additionally, they utilized several algorithms indepen-
dently to compare the efficiency of the algorithms among
each other (9, 12). However, some studies suggested the hy-
brid application of algorithms, a statistical-based method,
or the combination of classification, clustering, and even
association rule-based systems (5, 7, 15-18). Accordingly,
let us compare the results of our proposed technique to
other methods’ outcomes, which utilized the Pima Indian
database. Notice that since the proposed method’s accu-
racy affects by the initial parameters of some classifiers,
therefore it can even achieve up to 82% of precision. As
shown, it is clear that the result of the proposed ensem-
ble method is always better than each classifier’s outcome,
and the overall accuracy of the proposed ensemble algo-
rithm is significant comparing to other methods.

4.1. Conclusions

The results of the proposed method show an accept-
able improvement of accuracy compared to other meth-
ods. Consequently, our results support that the hybrid
method is more efficient in comparison with single data-
mining methods.

4.2. Suggestions and Future Studies

Here are several suggestions for future studies to im-
prove the performance of the ensemble proposed method,
such as using other types of classifiers and then compar-
ing the results. Moreover, applying the certified databases
containing moderate positive and negative cases which
were acquired with precision. Furthermore, using neuro-
fuzzy systems and other data mining methods is also rec-
ommended.
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